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On Tying Her Hair Before Battle 
But I can point to cases where the bones clearly belong to a woman, and the 
archaeologists insisted that it had to be a man because only men were warriors.  
         —comment section of tor.com 
 

I dive: water wraps my body up & in—pushes me out hard as it can; 
as hard as anything can to make me not wet. My fingers refuse to prune. 
  
  [Her daughter: My mother is standing at the edge of the ditch: she  
  adjusts to hold my father by the ankle; he reaches for me, arm    
  unfurling & taut as if to strike flint] 
 
When my daughter’s body came home: all I saw was fire. Sleep now, the 
women blinked—pared her nails to keep jötunn from voyage, spread 
palms over clotted wounds. 
           
  [The historian: Domestic relics—household goods, jewelry, etc.—are  
  found in female graves; leather ties to plait hair, pointed tools to   
  cook, mementos of sons to leave for conquest] 
 
  [The linguist: She is expanding oversea, she is penetrating the small  
  bays; she is reaping the inlets. She bloats out & sucks in: she is greedy] 
 
I swim to an embankment, legs not touching seaweed so I don’t think of 
seaweed. Lean back into pebbles—elbows warm, I sink—hair water-
heavy when I curve my neck up.   
  



 
 
 
  [The archaeologist: Look—it is clear—there is pattern on the apron:  
  her husband a merchant, her hands pocketed] 
                    
  [The novelist: A last-moment decree passed down from the drótt—no 
  flames take this woman to Odin’s hall. I am relieved at this diminishing; at  
  her body becoming earth] 
 
I hear tide as distraction, cracking like embers: insistent on sun in my 
eyes, insistent on smoothing channels. I hear searching, but the water is 
push & heave—how the shields drum voyage: Dóttir, come home. 
 
  [Her husband: She takes my sword as I saddle my horse; she is so   
  touchable: I have seen her fold & crease without precision, count her  
  missing fingers] 
 
Hunch around my knees, grit between stomach folds, darkening pockets 
of my thigh—water will not pulsate with heartbeat; water will still push 
like a sleepwalker as I separate each strand of hair.                

 


